Most consulted databases and Journals for Geography, Planning & Environment

**RUQuest**

RUQuest is a search engine that searches the collection of the Radboud University, as well as the collections of other libraries worldwide. RUQuest contains printed books, E-books, Journal articles and book chapters.

*Instruction: RUQuest LibGuide*

*Access: RU-employees and -students.*

**Web of Science**

The Web of Science refers to international and national Journal articles from all fields of science.

*Instruction: Web of Science*

*Access: RU-employees and -students.*

**Google Scholar**

In Google Scholar you can find references to academic publications in many different disciplines and forms (e.g. journal articles and preprints).

*Instruction: Smarter searches with Google (partially discusses Google Scholar)*

*Access: Freely accessible.*

*Special feature: If an article is available online, the link ‘RU- Full Tekst?’ will appear next to the references in Google Scholar. If you use a PC outside RU’s IP domain, you need to make an once-only adjustment in the settings.*

**More Journals**

An overview of all electronic Journals you can find through RUQuest: eJournals A-Z under the bottom “Library Links” on the top right hand side.

**More databases**

These and other databases can be found in the Library guide for Geography, Planning & Environment.

*UB-gidsen voor alle vakgebieden*

Geography, Planning, Environment: https://libguides.ru.nl/GPE

**Journals – Top 10**

- Global Environmental Change
- Economic Geography
- Progress in Human Geography
- Journal of Economic Geography
- Urban Geography
- Landscape and Urban Planning
- Urban Studies
- Environment and Planning A
- Regional Studies
- Progress in Planning

Access: RU-employees and -students have access through RUQuest. In RUQuest you can find Journals searching by title words.

For a specific search, you can use the search key tk:. For example: tk: Global Environmental Change

**Need help searching for literature?**

Formulating search terms | systematic searching | referring and managing literature | databases and other information sources.

The subject & data librarians of the NSM Library team are pleased to help you.

*Ask your librarian*

Hulp nodig?

EOS 01.545
024-3615950
infofm@ubn.ru.nl